
Tin boxes for lots of pretty little things
Instructions No. 530
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 40 Minutes

With little effort you can create these pretty chip boxes. The borders are already completely Napkin contained in the and must be stuck only on. Small bows
Satin ribbon complete the look.

And so it goes 

Prime the boxes and lids white at the beginning. Then cut the desired borders from Napkin and remove the two unprinted layers of paper. Spray the printed
paper layer from behind with the spray adhesive and place it exactly along the bottom edge around the boxes and on the lid. If this doesn't work the first time,
carefully pull off the Napkin and place it again. Carefully smooth out the thin Paper and then apply Napkin varnish from the inside out. After drying, simply cut
back the remaining Paper along the edges with a scalpel 
Finally, wipe over the edges with the flat Ink Pads and apply Satin ribbon .

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
726085 VBS Napkin varnish "Matt"100 ml 1
560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1
542708-02 Staz-On Stamp padNight Blue 1
110938 Spray adhesive Odif 404, removable 1
132824 Hobby scalpel 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
120272 VBS Napkin & Decoupage brush, set of 3 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
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